
What keeps treasurers awake at night these days? 

 

It is an interesting question to address. In my view, the major 

issue faced by our peers is the lack of resources. Wed all have 

limited resources, mainly because Treasury remains the “parent 

pauvre” (the poor men of finance). It looks like treasurers could 

do miracles and be so efficient that couple of FTEs’ can run 

group treasury centralized activities without any problem. We 

have fortunately developed overtime automation, interfaces, 

have installed IT solutions and got all the range of treasury 

tools in place. However, it remains extremely stretched and 

difficult to achieve all the objectives and goals with the teams 

as shaped. It therefore implies a lack of time to be dedicated to 

more strategic (although necessary) department re-

organization. Treasury must adapt to the new shape of the 

finance department. It should better fit and answer the needs 

and expectations from the “C” level. How to best fit to the 

future treasury organization or to what it should become to 

face the coming challenges? The IT architecture, often too 

complex, consisting of several solutions plus or minus 

interfaced and interoperable, which do not deliver expected 

reporting and smart dashboards or KPI’s for a more dynamic 

management. The revamping of IT organization and the 

optimization of existing tools are one of the key goals for next 

months and it stresses our peers. We should inject a dose of 

RPA, of BI, of automation, of customization via ETL or 



dashboarding tools, try to better use data and eventually 

simplify IT structure. It is a huge and scaring construction site, 

which can cause trouble at night. Treasurers are one of the 

favorite targets when CFO talks about internal controls 

reinforcement and enhancement. Treasury is the perfect area 

for cyber-attacks and fraud attempts. Beside the digitization 

challenge, there are also the more classic financial issues: e.g. 

FX risk re-emergence and its increasing costs; negative interest 

rates which will have dramatic (in)direct impacts on the whole 

financial sphere in the coming months; need for more accurate 

and dynamic cash-flow forecasts; demand from shareholders 

for an optimization of the capital structure and leverage; need 

to mitigate admin burden (e.g. KYC labyrinth, EMIR refit 

implementation, …). 

 



As you can see there are many reasons for keeping the poor 

treasurers awake at night or to feed their nightmares… 

However, in any challenge there is an opportunity to change 

things, to improve processes or to revisit a strategy. I think that 

is what makes our job so exciting, isn’t it? Let me conclude by 

this quote from Paulo Coelho: “If you think the adventure is 

dangerous, try the routine, it is deadly”. 
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